LINDSAY GRIFFIN

Pakistan 2004
Thanks are due to Desnivel, Doug Chabot, Kelly Cordes, Dario Crosato, Xavier
Eguskitza, Chris Geisler, Jeff Hollenbaugh, Steve House, Lev 10ffi, Tomaz Jakofcic,
Matic Jost, Jan Kreisinger, Nikolas Kroupis, VIado Linek, Luca Maspes, Michael
'Much'Mayr, Tom Nakamura and the Japanese Alpine News, Anna Piunova and
the Russian Extreme Project, Marko PrezeIj, Jens Richter, Nazir Sabir, Vasek Satava,
Silvestro Stucchi, Markus WaIter and Simon Yates.

W

ith Pakistan now in full swing after a couple of lean years following
the terrorist activities of 2001, around 57 different expeditions took
up permits to climb peaks above 6500m. Eleven of these had more than
one goal, in some cases permits for three different peaks. Of these 57, only
nine were attempting mountains other than the five 8000m peaks, Spantik
and Diran. Most of the remaining 48 were commercially organised groups
to well-trodden standard routes. In terms of any evolution in mountaineering, only three of the 57 produced successes of note; on K2,
Gasherbrum Ill, K7, Nanga Parbat and Kapura. However, on peaks below
6500m, which currently do not require a peak royalty, there was much
significant activity.
In 2003 and 2004 the Ministry dropped all peak fees by 50% to encourage
more mountain tourism to the country. This has been extended tb 2005
and there is both internal and external pressure on the government to abolish
royalty fees for all peaks below 7000m (ie raising the height from 6500m).
It is estimated that over 6000 climbers and trekkers visited Pakistan's
mountains during 2004.

HUSHE REGION

Charakusa Valley
K7
In what was arguably the most significant ascent in Pakistan during 2004,
American Steve House soloed a new route on the huge SW face of 6973m
K7. House lifted his Alaskan-grown, single push tactics on big alpine faces
up a notch to the higher altitudes of the Karakoram, and completed his
2400m line in a continuous 41 hours and 45 minutes from base camp on
the Charakusa glacier. Showing great determination he climbed a predominantly ice and mixed line to the left of the SW ridge, having already reached
6650m on an attempt a week previously. This was the long awaited second
ascent of the mountain first climbed by a full scale siege in 1984 and the
difficulties of his route were rated 5.1 Oa A2 WI 4 M6+. This ascent, which
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advanced the style and ethics of modern mountaineering, gained House a
well-deserved Special People's Prize at this year's Piolet d'Or.
In the meantime Doug Chabot and Bruce Miller were repeating the
original 1984 Japanese Route, which reportedly used 450 bolt and peg
placements, and took 40 days plus 6500m of fixed rope. Chabot and Miller
took three days' food and one sleeping bag between them for their alpinestyle ascent. Climbing some significant variants, including a WI 5+ runnel
in the Fortress instead of the Japanese A3 seam, they reached the top in
three days and were full of praise for the young Japanese and their sustained
efforts plus the motivation needed to complete what is actually a very
beautiful route (2400m: VI M6 Al WI 5+). They reversed House's line,
making a number of rappels and down-climbing huge distances on ice,
reaching base camp from the top of the Fortress in one day.
K7West
Jeff Hollenbaugh, Marko Prezelj al}d Steve Swenson, from the primarily
American expedition above, attempted the unclimbed 6858m K7 West,
following the line of the 1982 Japanese attempt. They took two days to
gain the crest of the NW ridge (M6 and WI 4) and the following day
continued until Prezelj, in the lead, triggered a small slab avalanche. The
climbers were fine but Swenson's rucksack took a 1000m ride to the glacier.
The three descended from this point, several hundred metres below the
summit, having found much evidence of the 1982 attempt in the form of
bolts, pegs and electron ladders.
Kapura
On 4 July, Doug Chabot, Steve House and Steve Swenson made the first
recorded ascent of 6544m Kapura. Bruce Miller and Marko Prezelj followed
them next day. All climbers used the same route; SW face and NW ridge.
The last section of the ridge provided mixed terrain, cornices and deep
snow, as well as being quite sharp in the upper section, giving difficulties of
M4. The last two pitches involved near vertical neve - excellent to climb
but impossible to protect. Later, Tine Cuder and Matej Mejovsek from
Slovenia climbed the east face in a single-push round trip of 16 hours
(l600m: ED2/3).
N aysar Brakk

On the wonderful 5200m granite pyramid of Naysar Brakk, which stands
above the north bank of the Charakusa, Steve House, Marko Prezelj and
Steve Swenson climbed the upper SE ridge to create Tasty Talking (300m:
III 5.10+: 11 pitches of which 10 were in the 5.10 category and the final
pitch a wonderful 5.8). Two days later Prezelj returned with Bruce Miller
to climb the entire ridge from its foot: No More Tasty Talking (900m: IV
5.10+).
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K7 Lower Rock Towers
Miller and Prezelj climbed a new route on one of the unnamed rock towers
that rises to c4900m from close to the lateral moraine of the Charakusa
glacier below the SW face of K7. Difficult Life (6S0m: 6c+ and AO) follows
a fine and exposed arete up a slender pinnacle.
Chogolisa Glacier
A six-person Italian team climbed four routes from the Chogolisa glacier.
Their first foray took them into the Buesten glacier where they climbed
Pointed Peak (cS400m) via the NW face and west ridge. This involved an
800m snow couloir to a col, followed by nine rock pitches (to UIAA V+) to
the summit. Maurizio Giordani, Luca Maspes and Nancy Paoletto reached
the top, with Herve Barmasse, Ezio Marlier and Giovanni Pagnoncelli
stopping two pitches below. Signs of passage around the summit area
confirmed that this peak had been climbed before.
Then Marlier, Maspes and Pagnoncelli climbed on the walls of a
formation, dubbed the Chogolisa Cathedral, on the west side of the glacier
overlooking their base camp. On the right side of the east face the three
climbed eight pitches to the top of a pillar that they named the Pilastro
Kekka (c4S00m). The 300km route was graded VI+ and AI. Barmasse and
Giordani later made the first ascent of Sheep Peak (c6000m) which lies
above and to the north-east of Raven's Peak on the north side of the Buesten.
Finally, Barmasse, Maspes and Pagnoncelli climbed the south face of
Raven's Peak (cS300m). This is an obvious challenge from the Buesten but
at the time the Italians were completely unaware of the 1987 Hardwickl
Littlejohn ascent and their route was similar to the British line for much of
its length. Luna Caprese gave lOOOm and 22 pitches of climbing at 6c+.

Nangma Valley
AminBrakk
The Russian Extreme Project, comprising climbers Sergey Kovalev,
Alexander Lastochkin, Valery Rozov and Arcady Seregin with cameramen
Lev Dorfman and Dmitry Lifanov, climbed a partial new route on the
cl2S0m west face of Amin Brakk. Rozov, as is usual in these projects, made
a sensational BASE jump from high on the wall. The Russians spent 22
days on the route, the first 11 fixing rope on a line between Sol Solet and
Czech Express but much of the time very close to Namkor. However, prolonged
bad weather when they were a little over half-height forced a traverse right
to the Czech Route and a faster finish to the summit. The Russians climbed
a total of 31 pitches, mainly on aid up to A3, after which Rozov, wearing
his winged suit, made a jump from a point where the rock wall meets the
easier-angled upper ridge c300m below the summit a soul-searching
experience as the wall is not totally vertical.
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Drifika
Slovenians Gregor Blazic, Matic Jost, Zlatko Koren and Vlado Makarovic
made probably the first attempt to climb the beautiful snow and ice pyramid
of Drifika (6447m) from the South Drifika Cwm. They first tried the face
just right of the SW ridge, eventually joining its crest at around 6200m,
above which they were unable to find a way through a rock wall and
retreated. Later, all but Koren made an attempt on the Central Spur of the
SSE face. After one bivouac they reached the east ridge and later gained
the crest of the north ridge just below the summit.
Just as the three were contemplating how to negotiate the final section,
they heard the sound of a large avalanche. Looking down they saw that a
Spanish team, which had been attempting the face to the right of their
spur, had been hit by a large serac fall. They were obviously in trouble so
the Slovenians immediately began to descend. One climber (David Aris)
died and his body was later evacuated together with the injured survivors.
Although they didn't quite reach the summit, the Slovenians joined an
existing line and have therefore christened their route White River (I200m:
D+: 40-60° with one section of 90°).
Korada Peak
Blazic, Jost and Makarovic also made the probable first ascent of Pt 5944m,
a summit on the long multi-topped ridge that runs east then south from
Drifika around the eastern rim of the Changma glacier. They climbed the
SW face, which they considered rather harder than the Swiss Route on Les
Courtes, to create Bostjan Arcan Memorial Route (750m: TD+: 75° and V). A
GPS reading at the last belay, ISm below the top, gave an altitude of 5955m.
ZangBrakk
Several new routes were added to the golden granite walls of Zang Brakk,
the impressive 4800m rock spire rising from grassy slopes at the entrance
to the valley leading to Amin Brakk's west face. Janez Skok on-sighted
pitches of 7a and only used aid (AO and one section of AI) on the last four
pitches, which were common with the Korean line, which terminates just
below the summit (at a bunch of prayer flags) where the last section of the
Central Pillar is completely blank. Hannes Mair and Much Mayr, who
were part of the same team, made a significant variation to the first half of
Ali Baba, then followed this, climbing the whole route, on sight, all free in a
day at 7b+. They named it Ali Baba 's Hadsch.
Prior to this Mair and Mayr had tried a very thin crackline on the right
side of the south face but gave up at a blank section having on-sighted some
demanding pitches up to 7c. On the main section of the previously
untouched SW face, Italians Enea Colnago, Anna Lazzarini and Silvestro
Stucchi, with Elena Davila from Spain, put up the 18-pitch, 750m, Hasta la
Vista, David (6b and AI), named after the young Basque climber who died
on Drifika. Aid (including two pendulums) was only used on five pitches.
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Denbor Brakk
During the poor weather of July, Czechs Pavel Jonak and Vasek Satava
climbed a new route on the west face of c4800m Denbor Brakk. The Czechs
were able to complete their route, Bloody Mary, on the left pillar in 14 pitches
at UIAA IX- (F7b) and A2. Ropes were fIxed to the top of the 10th pitch
before going for the summit. Pitches eight and nine followed a brutal offwidth through a big roof (VIII and AI). The climbers only had one big
Camalot of that size (from below it had looked like a hand crack), so by the
time they emerged from the struggle they 'looked like butchers': hence the
name of the route.
Changi Towers
Spanish big wall climbers Nestor Ayerbe, Cecelia Buil and Oscar Perez
spent most of August establishing Ankhe Ashahe (Clear Eyes: l150m: VI
6b+ A3) on the east face of the c5800m Changi Towers, a collection of
huge granite walls and spires close to the main valley SSE of Amin Brakk.
In unsettled weather the team used fixed ropes and established two camps,
at 4900m and at 5200m. They appear to have followed Ludopatia or a similar
line on the upper tower for eight pitches to a point dubbed the South Top
(c5700m), where they terminated their ascent. There are now five recorded
routes on this complex formation.
Roungkhanchang
Three Italians, Dario Crosato, Stefano Zaleri and Marco Zebochin, made
the fIrst ascent of Roungkhanchang I (4600m), a small rocky summit on a
ridge immediately north-east of Shjingu Charpa. This is the smallest and
most westerly of the pillars on the formation sometimes referred to as No
Name Wall. They climbed the north face, which gave 14 pitches and 540m
of climbing up to 6b+ with some AI. Unfortunately Troubles, Cough and
Fever has around 100 bolts, all placed with a power drill, a totally
condemnable act on such a relatively minor wall in a wild and remote area.
Shjingu Charpa
Two teams attempted the magnificent line of the north ridge on Shjingu
Charpa (aka The Great Tower, c5600m). Experienced Canadians Dave
Edgar and Chris Geisler more or less followed the line tried in 2000 by a
four-man American team, which climbed c700m up to 5.10 and A3 in five
days before one of the team broke a leg. The Canadians made three lightweight attempts, all thwarted by bad weather. On their last they continued
past their previous high point to arrive at a small ledge atop the 22nd pitch.
To this point the climbing had been 5.10+ and Al but on disappointing
flaky and vegetated granite. Above, the ridge reared to vertical and
overhanging rock leading for 800-900m to the summit. Judging that they
had only completed the easier half of the ridge and with no chance of
completing the upper section in a couple of days, the Canadians went down.
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BALTORO REGION
K2
31 st July 2004 marked the 50th anniversary of the fIrst ascent of 8611 m K2
by Achille Compagnoni and Lino Lacedelli from Ardito Desio's Italian
expedition. To mark the occasion, 11 expeditions bought permits. One of
these, a Korean 'Clean Up' expedition, met with early disaster. On or before
11 June three of these climbers, Lee Hwa-Hyong, Kim Jae-Young and Pae
Kyong-Kyu, were at their Camp 1 on the mountain when an avalanche
overwhelmed them. All were found dead in their sleeping bags.
K2 had not been climbed since Jose Garces's ascent on 22 July 200l.
Reasons for this involve the threat of terrorism, weather, and most of all
the collapse of the serac forming one side of the Bottleneck at c8300m.
Serac fall sometime after 2001 made the lower section of the Bottleneck
much more diffIcult and dangerous, stopping climbers in 2002 and 2003.
By the summer of 2004 things had settled down in this area but for a long
time it still appeared as if it was going to be another non-year for K2. Then
towards the end of July a fIne spell of weather coincided with many climbers
in position for a summit push. During the night of 25th-26th nine climbers
set off from the top camp at the Shoulder and progressed slowly upward,
the Bottleneck proving passable but very difficult and time-consuming.
Silvio Mondinella and Karl Unterkircher led a team of fIve Italians to
the summit, although the work through the Bottleneck, general trail breaking
through deep snow and the fIxing of ropes (this year ropes appear to have
been fIxed through the Bottleneck and up the fmal slopes above, leading to
K2 being almost fixed from base to summit) was shared with the Basque
climber Ivan Vallejo, from the AI Filo de 10 Imposible team. Fittingly, given
the year, the Italians were first to summit and one of them, Michele
Compagnoni, is the grandson of the fIrst ascensionist. Last to summit, at
around 5.30pm, was the second pair of four Basques, Juanito Oiarzabal
and Edurne Pasaban. With her ascent (and safe descent), 30-year old
Pasaban became the leading female 8000m peak collector, having now
climbed seven of the 14 giants. Only the late Wanda Rutkiewicz climbed
more. In addition, the Basque mountaineer is the solitary living female to
have summited K2.
Pasaban regained her tent on the Shoulder at around midnight, 24 hours
after leaving, but Oiarzabal never showed. He was subsequently discovered
sitting in the snow only 100m above camp by more Basque climbers leaving
for their summit attempt on the 27th. Many summiters and others on the
mountain rallied to evacuate Oiarzabal and Pasaban, who had both
sustained frostbitten feet. Pasaban eventually lost two toes but Oiarzabal's
condition was much worse. Back in Spain medics were unable to save any
of his toes and he is making a slow recovery. However, with his ascent, this
highly experienced 48-year old Basque became only the third person to
climb K2 twice and also set a record of climbing to an 8000m summit no
less than 21 times.
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On the 27th and benefiting enormously from the opened trail, more climbers
summited, including six members of Sam Druk's China-Tibet expedition,
members of which have now climbed 12 of the 14 8000m peaks. The 28th
saw another batch including 65-year-old Carlos Soria, who became the
oldest summiter and the only man to have climbed three 8000m peaks over
the age of 60, and Mario Lacedelli, a nephew of the first ascensionist. By
the time four Japanese and their two Sherpas had reached the top on
7 August, a total of 47 climbers had summited during the season but, notably,
only 19 of these climbed without oxygen, a far cry from former years when
climbing K2 with bottled gas was simply not the done thing.
Sadly, three more people died high on the mountain in a similar scenario
to the 1986 disaster. On the 28th Davoud Khadem Asl from Iran and the
experienced Sergei Sokolov from Russia were camped on the Shoulder.
Unlike their teammate Alexander Gubaev, they hadn't left for the summit
that morning but decided to wait another night to see if the weather would
improve (it had gradually deteriorated overnight). It is thought that Gubaev,
climbing without oxygen, reached the top (the first mountaineer from
Kyrgyzstan to reach any 8000m summit) but he did not return. Asl and
Sokolov could not be persuaded to go down and were subsequently trapped
by a big storm. They didn't attempt to descend until 1st August, after which
nothing more was heard from them. Some of the remaining climbers at
base camp mounted a rescue but heavy snowfall forced them to abandon
their attempt.
One more climber was to summit, bringing the total for the season to 48
and the overall total to 246 ascents. This was the Catalan, Jordi Corominas,
achieving what was undoubtedly the finest ascent on K2 or any Pakistan
8000m peak last year, the second ascent of the elegant SSW ridge, dubbed
by Reinhold Messner The Magic Line when he went to attempt it in 1979.
He never set foot on the route, deeming it far too difficult and dangerous.
In 1986 Peter Bozik and Poles, Przemyslaw Piasecki and Wojciech Wroz,
completed the route to the summit. As the three started to descend the
Abruzzi, Wroz slipped and was killed. Since then the route has gained a
reputation as the hardest technical climb on K2 and until last year remained
unrepeated.
On 16 August the highly experienced Cadiach, Corominas and de la
Matta left their top camp for the summit. Corominas was going strongly
but the other two decided to retreat at 8300m. Corominas continued without oxygen. Deep snow hampered progress and the final lOOm proved
particularly time consuming, meaning that the Catalan did not reach the
summit until midnight. He descended the Abruzzi, finally stopping to rest
in Camp 3 after 30 hours of continuous effort. The other two descended to
their own Camp 3, spent the night and continued on down the next day,
spending another night at Camp 2 before reaching the Negrotto Colon the
18th. Neither of the two climbers had experienced any altitude problems
but at Camp 1, de la Matta suddenly complained of abdominal pain, later
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thought to have been the onset of appendicitis. Deterioration appears to
have been relatively fast and the following morning he died.
He received a second Spanish Piolet d'Or posthumously, when the whole
Magic Line team was awarded the prize for 2004.

Gasherbrum ill
Almost as significant as the repetition of K2's Magic Line, was the second
ascent of Gasherbrum III (7953m), the 15th highest mountain in the World.
A top-class Basque trio of Jon Beloki, Alberta lfiurrategi and Jose Carlos
Tamayo followed the Original Polish Route, which first climbs the SW ridge
of Gasherbrum Il as far as Camp 4 (c7300m), then traverses across its west
flank to the base of the triangular SE face of Ill. In the final couloir Tamayo
turned back, leaving the others to continue to the summit. Climbing the
upper section the remaining pair found snow ramps at 50-55° and an old
rusty peg, the only visible relic from the 1975 ascent. On that occasion the
summit was reached by the foremost British female mountaineer of that
period, Alison Chadwick (only one higher peak, Kangchenjunga, received
its first ascent from British climbers), her Polish husband Janusz
Onyskiewicz, Wanda Rutkiewicz, arguably the foremost female highaltitude climber of all time, and Krzysztof Zdizitowiecki.

Trango Group
Great Trango
Of all the rock climbs completed in the Karakoram during 2004 the finest
was the first ascent of the huge SW ridge of Great Trango (6286m) by
Americans Kelly Cordes and Josh Wharton. The first ascent of this 2250m
ridge, one of the longest rock climbs in the world, in a committing
lightweight style, features elsewhere in this journal: Azeem Ridge (5.11 R/X
A2 M6). (See artical 'Just Climbing', page 103.)
Trango Tower
Many parties, exhibiting a wide variety of style, ethics and, seemingly,
behaviour, attempted 6251 m Trango Tower. The most successful were
Slovenians, Tomaz Jakofcic, Klemen Mali and Miha Vali, who made the
first alpine-style ascent of Eternal Flame on the South Pillar (AlbertlGtiillichl
SteiglerlSykora, 1989: 1000m and c31 pitches: 7b+ and A2: climbed almost
free in 2003 at 7c+ and AO - a 15m bolt ladder on pitch 10 - by Denis
Burdet). The route was climbed at 6c+ and A2. This was the fifth ascent to
the summit. Most other parties previously claiming the ascent have generally
been stymied by lack of time on the final day, forcing them to stop at either
the junction with the 1976 Original British Route (and top of the rock section)
approximately 80m below the summit, or the summit ridge (as did other
parties in 2004). This Slovenian ascent was also the first true alpine-style
ascent of the tower.
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Trango Monk
Previously thought to be unclimbed, the small c5900m spire immediately
north of Trango Tower gained its frrst ascent from Jakofcic, Mali and Vali
via the east face and a route they christened Chota Badla (450m: 6b, A2 and
70°). The name means 'small revenge', because they had originally come
to Pakistan to attempt the huge SW ridge of Great Trango and found that
it had just been climbed by Kelly Cordes and Josh Wharton.
Shipton Spire
On the ever-popular Shipton Spire (5885m) Slovaks Miro Mrava and Brano
Turnek made the first ascent of Knocking on Heaven's Door up the middle of
the SE face between Women and Chalk, and Akelarre. However, they did not
complete the route to the summit. After an injury due to rockfall the pair
had to terminate their line after climbing the right-slanting ramp/diedre
high on the face to join Akelarre. To this point they had climbed 17 pitches
of 60m up to VIII and A4.
At the same time, fellow Slovaks, Jozef Kopold, Dino Kuran and Jozo
Santus made the second ascent of the Khanadan Buttress (Brian McMahon
and Josh Wharton, 2002: l300m: 30 pitches: 5.11 and Cl). Their two-day
ascent was made in alpine style and due to the amount of snow, the route
was considered quite dangerous. During the descent the climbers were very
lucky to survive a huge rockfall.
The third team of Slovaks, Igor Koller, Gabo Cmarik and Vlado Linek
attempted a new line on the right side of the SE face, eventually reaching a
point three metres from easy ground and c70m below the junction with
Ship of Fools, where the right-slanting ramp meets the NE ridge. To that
point they had climbed 17 pitches up to 7a and A3 but hope to return this
year to frnish it off.

PANMAH GROUP
LatokI
In early July well-known Argentinean brothers, Damien and Willie Benegas,
attempted the oft-tried 'Walker Spur of the Karakoram', the north ridge of
Latok I (715lm). Conditions were poor. They frxed a few ropes up the toe
of the lower rock buttress and then went for it in alpine style. Two bivouacs
later they realised the route was a no-go that year and descended. They
plan to return this summer.

LatokV
Motomu Omiya with two other companions made his fourth attempt on
this unclimbed 6190m summit which stands at the end of the SE ridge of
Latok Ill. Omiya, who made the fIrst ascent of Latok IV in 1980, attempted
V in 1999, 2000 and 2003 via the south face, reaching high on the mountain
on each occasion and in 2003 getting to within 70m of the summit. Last year
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he again reached 6100m but failed to reach the highest point. However,
there is some confusion in the naming of these peaks: the 1999 attempt was
definitely on the south face of a peak previously climbed just a few days
earlier by the Huber brothers, who refer to it as Latok IV (c64S0m).

mSPAR REGION
Kanjut Sar
Russians, Ivan Dusharin, Lev Ioffe, Yura Soyfer and Anton Terekhov were
lucky to escape disaster during their attempt on the SW face of 7760m
Kanjut Sar in the Hispar Muztagh. They had established an advanced base
at c4990m, close to the foot of the face yet at a point they felt was safe from
avalanche.
As they were all sleeping in advanced base one night, a huge serac fell
from left of their route and although it did not reach camp, the blast picked
up the tent and its occupants and hurled them down the glacier for about
lOOm. As one climber started to struggle out, the tent began to roll. The
four climbers fortunately came to rest just 20m short of a very large crevasse.
Surprisingly, only one of the team was really injured. Later, as they were
limping towards base camp, they realised this first collapse had simply been
a prelude to the real thing: suddenly a much bigger fall occurred and covered
the entire valley with ice chips and powder.
Hispar Sar
In September Andy Parkin and Simon Yates made a spirited attempt on
the attractive unclimbed Hispar Sar (6400m), only being forced to retreat
c300m below the summit after climbing all the major difficulties. (See article
'Naught but Noodles on Hispar Sar', page 96.) The peak still awaits a first ascent.

RAKAPOsm RANGE

Spantik
A small Japanese expedition climbed 7028m Spantik from the north-west,
repeating the descent route used by Mick Fowler and Victor Saunders after
their historic ascent of the Golden Pillar in 1987. The line follows a prominent snow and ice spur well right of the Pillar to reach the plateau and
upper SW ridge at c6S00m. Ms Kei Taniguchi and Kazuo Tobita established Camp 1 on the NW Spur at SSOOm then Camp 2 on the plateau.
Next day they ploughed their way up deep snow and through poor weather
to the summit, relocating their camp later the same day by GPS.
Phuparash
Hideki Nakayama's attempt to make the first ascent of 6824m Phuparash
in the Rakaposhi Range ended at only 4300m. The Japanese soloist was
injured by a serac fall and lost most of his climbing equipment.
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NORTHERN BATURA
Sakar Sar
Kunihiko Sato made a solo ascent of 6272m Sakar Sar via the SE ridge.
This remote peak, which lies on the Afghan border in the northern Batura
Muztagh, gained its first and, until last year, only ascent from Miyazawa
Akira's four-member Japanese expedition, which climbed the SE flank,
finishing up a snow ridge. It appears that Sato's route was more or less the
same.

WESTERN HIMALAYA
Nanga Parbat
Four expeditions attempted 8125m Nanga Parbat but only two primarilyGerman teams were successful. On 30 June, their summit day on the
Standard Kinshofer Route up the Diamir Face, Giinter Jung, J6rg Stingl
and the brothers Christian and Markus WaIter from Saxony did not reach
the top until 9pm. Jung was 64 years of age, making him the oldest person
to climb Nanga Parbat. The team then set off down into the night.
But a little before lam on 1 July, Jung fell and was unable to stop himself.
His body was not found.
Americans, Doug Chabot and Steve Swenson, became the first to traverse
the West South-west or Mazeno Ridge as far as its junction with the 1976
Schell Route. Unfortunately they were forced to descend from this point due
to exhaustion and a chest infection to Swenson.
Two weeks of almost fine weather, followed by high winds, had made
underfoot conditions on the ridge excellent. Where previous parties had
been troubled by knee-deep snow, the American pair found neve. They
climbed relatively straightforward snow and ice up the long South Ridge of
the First Mazeno Peak (Pt 6800m), bivouacking for a first night at c6200m.
By the end of their second day on the climb (third out from Base Camp)
they were cutting a tent site at 6900m beyond the Third Peak.
Next day they climbed mixed ground to the top of the fourth peak at
7,060m, then skirted the fifth peak, 7090m, via its icy flanks. The sixth,
actually designated Mazeno Peak, was the highest at 7l20m and proved a
simple snow dome, as was the next at 7100m. A third bivouac was sited
before the last peak (7070m). The next morning, with Chabot in the lead, it
took more than 12 hours to reach the Mazeno Col and Schell Route, with
the irrtervenirrg ground proving to be the crux of the route, (technical pitches
of M4 and AI 3 in a very airy situation).
Believing the hard part of the Schell Route to be fixed, they left much of
their remaining food, fuel and the only climbing rope, expecting to come
back up and finish the route to the summit. However, the descent, through
poor visibility and huge amounts of rockfall, proved quite harrowing and
the pair understandably had no desire to go back up for another crack at
the summit. The Mazeno is the longest an~te on any 8000m peak;
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a staggering 13km from the Mazeno Pass at 5377m to where it joins the
Schell Route, then another two kilometres up this to the summit. The Mazeno
Peaks traverse was a magnificent achievement, carried out in exemplary
style, but the first complete ascent to the summit of Nanga Parbat remains
an unclaimed prize.
Two more members, Steve House and Bruce Miller, attempted a new
route on the c4500m South East or Rupal Face, arguably the highest single
sweep of steep rock and ice in the world. The pair climbed difficult snow,
ice and mixed ground between the Messner Route and South East Pillar,
making four bivouacs, the highest at nOOm. To this point they had overcome
difficulties of MS, 90° and 5.7. The following day at c7550m and just below
the point where the Messner Route makes its exit from the Merkl Gully,
Miller became concerned that House was succumbing to AMS and made
the decision that both climbers should descend immediately. The two
regained their last bivouac and the following day rappelled and downclimbed to the Messner Route.

HINDU RAJ
Buni Zom Range
Greeks Nikolas Kroupis and George Zadalidis climbed in the rarely visited
Buni Zom Range of the Western Hindu Raj north east of Chitral. This in
itself is interesting, as the mountains north of Chitral, close to the Afghan
border, were considered very much a no-go area for foreigners after the
terrorist strikes of 2001. However, the Greeks climbed there without problem
in 2002, when they reached 6050m on Gordoghan Zom (aka Gordoghan
Zom I: 6240m and the fifth highest peak in the range). Returning last year
they made another attempt on Gordoghan Zom I after first failing to find a
safe access to their original goal and the highest peak of the range, Buni
Zom. The pair progressed up the west ridge (40-50°) and Kroupis reached
what he believed from below to be the summit, only to find that the main
peak was some 300m distant along a very narrow ridge. The peak on which
he was standing was not marked on the Japanese 1: 150,000 map, so it was
christened Gordoghan Zom In (GPS height of 6l58m). Later, the Greek
climbers found this peak had possibly been climbed three times before during
attempts on Gordoghan Zom 1. Kroupis was unwilling to continue alone,
so climbed down to Zadalidis and the two descended.

